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EDITOR

WELCOME

As 2020 draws to a close I think we would
all agree that this has been an extraordinary
year in many ways. There have been some
challenges but more importantly there has
also been a great opportunity to champion the
amazing work of volunteers across policing and
public service more widely.
Volunteering in Policing provides a great
way for people to make a difference in their
communities as well as in their own lives.
During a time when our own wellbeing and the
resilience of our communities have been key,
volunteering is truly a “win win” for society as a
whole.
Our volunteers have stepped up to undertake
roles across our service and in some cases in

Volunteering Matters has been produced with support from Graham
Holmes,Volunteers, Force Practitioners and Force Communications
Teams. Please send you articles to the Editor:
Tina.shelton@gmp.police.uk
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partnership with our public service partners
where Covid-19 has restricted some of our
police volunteering activities. Those who have
been affected by lock down and furloughed who
could have spent time at home with family have
grasped the opportunity to use their time to
come and volunteer to help others instead.
So it may have been an extraordinary year but
we have also seen some extraordinary selfless
acts of public service during this time from all
who have undertaken voluntary activities and
I am incredibly proud of you all. Please enjoy
reading about some of these stories here.
Looking forward to the New Year, the Citizens
in Policing Team continue to develop ways to
make sure our volunteers feel truly valued,
broaden the opportunities available to volunteer,
and to ensure that the relevant support and
systems are in place to keep you all safe
whilst you are keeping our colleagues and
communities safe.
A heartfelt thank you for your service to
colleagues, partners and the public alike this
year. May I wish you a happy, healthy, restful
and prosperous New Year.
Chief Constable Lisa Winward
NPCC Lead for Citizens in Policing

Front Page: North Wales BikeSafe Volunteers
If you would like to be placed on the e-subscription list
please email: tina.shelton@gmp.police.uk

This is a year that has bought
significant challenges, which
we have met, and despite the
enormity of these challenges we
are resilient and will remain so.
In the future, when we look back
on the year 2020, Covid-19 will
inevitably come to mind. The
weeks of lockdown, the huge and
impactive shift in how we live our
lives and how, in many cases, volunteering in policing
has changed; in a lot of cases for the better.
I want to express my pride in being a part of the Citizens
in Policing Programme, and I am always humbled by the
contribution and commitment that our volunteers give to
policing and sincerely thank you all for what you do.
I know that some of you have been able to continue to
volunteer during the Pandemic; Forces are really looking
forward to welcoming all volunteers back to your active
roles in policing. I know that many volunteers are also
really keen to get back to their usual activities and to see
friends and colleagues again.
So here’s to a new year that hopefully will bring positivity
- and as you volunteer to help others, you are able to
forge new connections, have positive experiences and
really enjoy your role in policing.
Tina Shelton
Editor

NATIONAL CITIZENS
IN POLICING
CHANGE MANAGER
MESSAGE

In many ways
2020 has been
an absolutely
crazy year for
those of us
involved in
policing and
the Citizens in
Policing business
area has been
hugely impacted
by the impact

of Covid-19 in so many ways. This has impacted on
the way we operate with, for example social distancing
requirements and travel limitations and volunteers being
asked to become involved in activity other than their
usual role. This has also seen a lot of innovation being
witnessed. For example embracing on line technology
has enabled our Volunteer Police Cadets to continue
to function in an effective way despite not being able to
physically meet up.
This challenging time has also proven beyond any
doubt the real worth of volunteers in policing in terms of
providing support to policing and our communities, both
locally and nationally.
As the volunteer Special Constabulary Chief Officer for
North Wales Police, and also until recently the Forces
CIP Manager, I have personally witnessed some simply
incredible commitment from our volunteers who have
received a huge amount of positive feedback from all
levels of the organisation. This same feedback has been
obvious across the rest of the country too. Citizens in
Policing really has put itself on the national map, able to
operate and be relied upon as an integrated and effective
part of the overall police workforce. Suddenly Citizens in
Policing is being taken seriously, very seriously.
The year has ended on a real positive for me personally.
I have been successful in my application for the role of
National Citizens in Policing Change Manager. This is
a new role and I will in part continue the excellent work
carried out by Mary Bailey, who was the National CIP
Coordinator, but will also work with and support national
and regional CIP leads together with key players from
organisations such as the Home Office and the College
of Policing to ensure that Citizens in Policing moves
towards a more established Business as Usual status
and that the business area continues to operate and be a
mainstream player at the heart of policing.
I would like to take this opportunity to offer my sincere
thanks to Mary Bailey as we have seen transformational
change to the CIP business area under her stewardship.
She will be a hard act to follow.
My commitment to Police Volunteers nationally is that I
will do my absolute best whilst in this post to ensure that
our Volunteers have a loud and clear voice at the CIP
table and that CIP continues to benefit from the centre
stage it has found during the response to Covid-19. My
commitment to volunteering locally is that I fully intend
to remain the Special Constabulary Chief Officer for my
Force. I have rarely been in a role that is so fulfilling
despite having been in the police service over 36 years.
Working with Volunteers in Policing is a hugely positive
experience and I’m proud to be a part of it.
Mark Owen
Citizens in Policing Manager
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MERSEYSIDE
CADET RAISES
FUNDS

CITIZENS IN
POLICING
RECOGNISED IN
THE QUEEN’S NEW
YEAR’S HONOURS
LIST

She assumed responsibility for the Volunteer
Police Cadets that same year - 260 Cadets and
60 leaders across 10 Cadet Units. She took the
time to visit all units personally and the Cadets
now stand at more than 400 in number, with
three new units having been introduced.
Jenny has already received numerous awards
for her work – including an Essex Police Award
in 2009 for developing volunteering and a
Community Safety Award in 2015. Her work
continues to inspire people across the country,
and the Force is pleased she’s receiving this
recognition as well.

Volunteer Police Cadet Carys
Myers recently completed a 21 mile
sponsored walk along the Wirral
Way, raising
£400 for the
High Sherriff’s
Charitable
Trust.

GMP CELEBRATES
INTERNATIONAL
VOLUNTEERS DAY

with house-to-house enquiries, reassurance
visits and other community-based activities.
Numbers now stand at 148 Active Citizens,
and this practice was used as a case study
at the 2018 National Police Chiefs’ Council
Conference.

Jenny said: “I am extremely honoured and
humbled to receive this Award which was
totally unexpected. When I first received my
correspondence for the New Year’s Honours I
thought it was a scam!!!

dedication, and for the vital contribution made to
GMP and our communities.

Saturday 5 December was
#InternationalVolunteerDay, so Greater
Manchester Police wanted to thank all their
volunteers for their continued hard work and
An Essex member of Police Staff, who oversees
Volunteer Police Cadets and Volunteers,
will receive the British Empire Medal for her
voluntary and charitable services.
In 2008, Jenny Brouard created an annual
Volunteers Awards evening to ensure all
those who gave up their time for the Force
were recognised in a dedicated ceremony.
As the Community Safety Accreditation
Scheme (CSAS) Officer, she now oversees the
biggest CSAS Scheme in the country with 46
organisations and 545 people taking part in the
scheme.

I have worked with Volunteers for many years
and I have enjoyed every moment with all of
my volunteers, many of whom have gone on
to become Police Officers or Police Staff which
has made me so proud of what they have
achieved. Most of our volunteers have been
volunteering for over five years and some of the
volunteers have been with me from when I first
started looking after volunteers so together we
have been on an amazing journey.
I truly have the best job in Essex Police looking
after our Police Support Volunteers/Active
Citizens, Volunteer Police Cadets and now the
Special Constabulary I am incredibly lucky to
be working with some truly amazing people and
long may it continue.”

In 2015, she devised the concept of Active
Citizens, volunteers who were to support teams
4
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FRAUDFIGHTERS

SCHOOL JUMPERS
SWAPPED FOR A HIVIS

The newest cohort of Mini Police have swapped
school jumpers for hi-vis vests and been ‘sworn’
in as they join Northumbria Police’s
ranks. First launched in 2018, the Mini
Police recruits schoolchildren from
across the region.
Holy Trinity CE First School in
Berwick, are the latest to join the
Scheme and were officially appointed
by Inspector John Swan and Sergeant
Shona Vickers in their school grounds.
The petite police were handed their own
uniforms which they’ll don when they take to
the streets to support operational policing. But
welcoming a new group sadly meant saying a
fond farewell to last year’s helpers. They were

6
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Fraud Fighters provide support to vulnerable
victims of fraud, regardless of the type of fraud
they have fallen victim to or the amount of
money lost. In crimes such as romance fraud,
the aftermath can be particularly distressing and
hard to deal with for victims to come to terms
with the reality of the situation. Recently, Fraud
Fighters spoke to a victim of romance fraud who
was in extreme distress and in crisis because of
the crime. Fraud Fighters reassured the victim
and sensitively helped the victim come to terms
with the romance fraud. When the victim talked
of harming herself because of it, Fraud Fighters
acted quickly and referred this on to officers
who visited the victim to find her safe and
well. Not only does this show the devastating
impact of fraud on victims, but it highlights the
importance of the role of Fraud Fighters in
supporting our community.”

waved goodbye and awarded certificates of
achievement for their contributions as they
started their ‘early retirement’.
Inspector Swan of Northumbria Police said: “I
want to say a huge thank you to our retiring
‘officers’ and give a big welcome to the new
recruits. The Mini Police play a vital
role in keeping our communities safe.
Our recruits have been a valuable
asset in supporting operational
policing in the area and have
helped us to engage with the wider
community. We have been able to
break down barriers with police and
show other pupils at the school that our officers
are friendly and approachable. The Scheme has
gone from strength to strength over the past
few years and I truly hope – and believe - in the
future some of our Mini Police will join us again
as fully fledged officers!”

important because it gives victims someone
to talk to about what has happened to them,
and in some cases we are the only people that
victims have to talk to due to loneliness and a
lack of support from family or friends. We are
able to give victims of fraud someone to offload
to, provide signposting to additional services
victims may need, and reassure victims through
a distressing and difficult time.

Katie, Fraud Fighter Volunteer, tells Special
Impact about the Merseyside Fraud Fighters:
“As Fraud Fighters, we volunteer in Merseyside
Police to provide support and signposting
to vulnerable victims of fraud. This role is

Issue 32 VOLUNTEERING MATTERS
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SOUTH WALES
POLICE ANNUAL
AWARDS – ONLINE
FOR 2020
Congratulations to the Volunteer Award winners
this year, who were recognised at an online
Ceremony. Usually South Wales Police would
share passing out and Commendation and
Award Ceremonies like this with their people’s
proud family. Getting together online has been
a very different experience for these Awards,
but they’ve provided an excellent one to one
opportunity for our Chief Constable, our Deputy
Chief Constable and our Police and Crime
Commissioner to personally chat and thank all
nominator and finalists.
The Force is proud to announce three Volunteer
winners, one Special Constable Alendander
Moras, awarded Extra Mile Award for
Volunteers, and two Police Support Volunteers;
see their story below:
POLICE YOUTH VOLUNTEER OF
THE YEAR WINNER - TRINITY
HETHERINGTON

with learning
difficulties.
Trinity conducts
herself in a
manner that
encourages and
supports other
volunteers, such
as when taking
part in a lengthy
charity walk. It
was because of
Trinity’s enthusiasm that others completed the
walk.
She has, as part of the Scheme, completed the
Young Life Savers Award, and went on to share
her knowledge with others through her own
presentations.
Trinity has also managed her time outside of the
scheme, allowing herself to continue to fulfil her
commitments both at home, in school and in her
extra-curricular activities in the community.
The Force has every confidence in Trinity when
she attends police organised events. She
always represents the Police Youth Volunteer
Scheme in a positive manner, being reliable,
punctual, professional and enthusiastic. Events
have included working at the Force Open Day
and taking part in trading Standard Operations,
which allowed Trinity to work with our partners.
She has shown that not only can she integrate
with her peers but can confidently adjust her
manner to suit a much older audience
HEART OF GOLD AWARD WINNER POLICE CHAPLAIN GLYNNE JAMES

Trinity Hetherington has been a Cynon Valley
Police Youth Volunteer since the hub was
introduced in October 2018.
She has stood out as one of the most
committed of volunteers, attending every
session to date and taking part in all events
arranged such as a national beach clean
operation, which was supported by a Welsh
Assembly Member and assisting with a
community project, which benefited adults
8
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Glynn is a devoted public servant who has
committed 62 years to serving the communities
of South Wales and been instrumental
in expanding and diversifying the Police
Chaplaincy Service.
In 1964 following his National Service he joined
the Force as an officer in uniform operations,
police prosecutions and community relations.
During his career he was ordained as an
Anglican Priest and appointed as the NonStipendiary Curate of St Catherine’s Church, a
role he occupies 34 years later.
Supporting the Parish Priest with the pastoral
care of the community, he has on six occasions
assumed full duties pending appointment of a
permanent Vicar.
In 1995 he was appointed the first Police
Chaplain to a Welsh Police Force and was
a founder member of what is now known as
Police Chaplaincy UK. After 32 years he retired
as an officer returning the same day as a Police
Staff Welfare Officer retaining his role as sole
Police Chaplain.
Recognising the devastating effects of PTSD
he qualified in the correct identification and
counselling for trauma related psychological
impacts on staff and officers and pioneered
wellbeing consideration in its infancy providing
solace to officers and staff affected by trauma,
regularly deploying to assist colleagues in crisis.
He continues to support specialist teams and
provides chaplaincy services to enquiries,
the most high profile being the 1999 Clydach
murders, a complex and emotive investigation
involving the brutal murder of three generations
of a family including two young children in a
close knit valley community.
Glynne continues to support families of both
victims of crime and members of the service
who have passed away as well as officiating at
force funerals providing a previously unavailable
service catering for the individuals’ needs.
In 2005 he retired remaining sole Police
Chaplain on a voluntary basis.

SOUTH WALES
POLICE BAND ADD
CRIMEWATCH TO
THEIR REPERTOIRE

South Wales Police Band have been
entertaining our local communities
since 1981 with some notable
highlight performances on the BBC
‘Blue Peter’, ‘Children in Need’,
‘Songs of Praise’, playing for Royalty
and at the Berlin Tattoo - to name
just a few accomplishments.
The Force is proud to announce that
their very own Force band Drum
Major Steve Gorwill can now add
BBC’s Crimewatch to his repertoire.
The Force was contacted when
Crimewatch producers saw the video
made by the band during lockdown
to celebrate key workers and to put
a smile on their face. The song
“Always look on the bright side of
life” took weeks to produce remotely,
and was widely celebrated and
appreciated on the Force’s social
media and internal channels.
The Band also rose to a separate
challenge the Crimewatch team set
for them - to remotely record the
theme tune of Crimewatch to play
the episode out - in just ten days!! A
remarkable bunch of volunteers.

Issue 32 VOLUNTEERING MATTERS
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POLICE VOLUNTEERS
LAUNCH VIRTUAL
ON THE YORKSHIRE
COAST OPERATION
CRACKER

PLYMOUTH
VOLUNTEER POLICE
CADETS WELCOME
THE OPPORTUNITY
TO DELIVER
IMPORTANT SAFETY
MESSAGES

With the normal programme of Operation
Cracker events planned for the Christmas
period being placed on hold due to the Covid-19
pandemic Filey and Eastfield Neighbourhood
Policing Team and Police Support Volunteers
have joined forces with Scarborough Fire and
Rescue Service to launch a virtual campaign
reaching out to all sectors of the community.
Key to the campaign – which was launched in
November running through to the beginning of
April 2021 – involves the use of the Fire and
Rescue’s virtual conference facilities. This
allows officers and Police Volunteers from the
Filey and Eastfield Neighbourhood Policing
Team and Fire and Rescue Service Community
Safety Officers, working alongside specialists
from a range of partner agencies, to offer online
advice and support.

Volunteer Police Cadets from Plymouth came
together recently to distribute safety messages
to local hoteliers and B&Bs across the City.

GMP VOLUNTEERS
SUPPORT FORCE TO
SAY ‘THANK YOU’
As in previous years, GMP Business Support
Services have been taking a catering van around
the Force offering hot sandwiches, mince pies
and drinks to our staff and volunteers as a thank
you for their hard work. Usually Business Support
Service Drivers would normally undertake this role
however, due to the additional workload as a result
of Covid-19 a call went out to volunteers to help with
this task.
You would not be surprised to hear that a few of our
volunteers quickly offered their assistance!
Garry and Andy (pictured right) are Volunteer
Police Cadet leaders, Karen supports the Hostage
Crisis Negotiation Team, and Chris is a Bike
Safe volunteer currently tasked to support the
Neighbourhood Confidence & Equality Team with
the Institute of Customer Service work stream have
all gone the ‘extra mile’ to support this initiative.

Working with local businesses to raise
awareness of County Lines, the Cadets took
to the streets to visit over 28 premises giving
proprietors advice on how to spot the signs and
how to report.
County Lines refers to a crime where drug
gangs exploit children and vulnerable adults to
make them courier drugs and money across the
country from the gang’s base to customers in
towns across Devon and Cornwall. The ‘county
line’ refers to the mobile phone line which is the
link for the drugs gangs to sell drugs.

virtually at their new online Cadet sessions.
Learning about how County Lines can
detrimentally impact a community. PC Hart
continued to say: “Getting back out in the
community could have been seen as a difficult
challenge to carry out safely. However, the
Cadets in their usual positive manner, found
a way for us to provide this guidance to
businesses locally in person, whilst staying
safe. This pre-planned outdoor event was a
great success.”
Volunteer Police Cadets is open to all young
people in Devon and Cornwall regardless
of their career ambitions or capabilities.
Cadets attracts all sorts of people who want
to volunteer to support community initiatives
and gain a practical understanding of policing
and develop leadership skills. The delivery
and management of local units is supported by
volunteers and other members of the Policing
family which includes police officers and staff.
To find out more visit: https://www.devoncornwall.police.uk/

Youth Engagement Officer PC Deborah Hart
who works with the Volunteer Police Cadets
said: “Vulnerable people of all ages are being
used by drug dealers across the country to
courier drugs and money. They will often force
a vulnerable person to allow them to take up
residence in their home to sell drugs in the
local area. They may stay in hotels, guest
houses, B&Bs, campsites or other holiday
accommodation.
“The Plymouth Cadets wanted to support
Devon & Cornwall Police’s County Lines
awareness campaign by talking to local
hospitality businesses in the city about how to
spot the signs. They also provided information
about how to report their concerns to 101 or
Crimestoppers.”
Plymouth Police Cadets have been meeting
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LAPTOPS FOR
POLICE SUPPORT
VOLUNTEERS

through IT.
I am mindful that PSVs with remote IT may
begin to miss some of the benefits they
enjoy from visiting a police station, such as
developing close relationships with local staff
and the feeling of being part of the police family.
This is something we will keep under review as
the Pandemic unfolds.”

Due to the Covid-19 Pandemic many of the
Police Support Volunteers (PSVs) in Avon and
Somerset have been unable to attend police
premises and their valuable support has been
greatly missed.
In recent years, the Force has become more
‘agile’ with its IT, and this is not restricted to
our paid employees. A number of laptops have
been provided to allow PSVs to continue their
tasks remotely.
This means the Constabulary continues to
benefit from the fantastic work they do, and we
hope that it also alleviates some of the boredom
and frustrations our PSVs have faced during
Lockdown.

Doug Allen, Community Speedwatch Network
Lead (pictured above), writes:
“I am a PSV with Avon & Somerset
Constabulary, and am currently the Network
Lead for South Somerset Community
Speedwatch (CSW) Programme. As a
PSV, I have access to PNC whereby I am
able to process letters to the Registered
Keeper of vehicles apprehended at roadside
‘watches’. Because of the nature of this
process it had to be carried out in a Police
Station using the usual police access to
12
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PNC.  During the Covid-19 lockdown in
March this year, this became unworkable.
CSW was suspended for the duration of the
initial lockdown, but when the ‘all clear’ was
given to resume roadside watches the situation
had to be re-thought.
I was allocated a Force Laptop which, in my
case, would be programmed to allow the user,
under strict protocols, to access PNC using the
Force Network allied to the users own Home
Network. This has proved very successful, and
the photo shows me carrying out these duties
from my own dining room. The advantages are
twofold. I can carry out these duties as and
when I want to, rather than having to drive into
Chard Police Station at set times (not before
1800 hrs). I no longer need to claim mileage
expenses for the round-trip so the Force has a
slight financial gain as well.
Quite often in the evening, PNC would be
‘down’ so the journey to the Police Station
would have been a wasted one, and my time illspent. So all-in-all, the issue of a Force lap-top
has been a ‘no-brainer’ - so much so, that I will
be reluctant to return to the “good old days”.
Kate Masters, Volunteer Programme
Development Manager said: “This has been a
great way for us to strengthen our relationship
with PSVs who would otherwise not have
continued volunteering during this testing time.
Due to the wide variety of tasks that PSVs do,
remote IT is not appropriate for all our PSV
roles, but I’m pleased that the Constabulary has
been able to support its volunteer programme

premises my debrief became redundant,
however when lockdown was eased and
selected premises re-opened on a conditional
basis the picture changed. Once again the
debriefs were pertinent (the emphasis being
on social distance planning and observance of
regulations for licensed premises) but with no
access to police premises due to Covid social
distancing I needed be able to access and
distribute the relevant information. Fortunately
the allocation of a laptop for home use has
enabled me to resume my investigations and
circulate the results as before while maintaining
regular contact with colleagues using
audiovisual software.
Although I miss meeting with colleagues and
the occasional snippet of useful information
at the police station the laptop gives me far
greater flexibility in terms of time and location
management plus the ability to keep in touch
with developments and communicate with
colleagues from home.

David May, Operation Adjudicate Volunteer,
(above) writes:
“As the premier seaside resort on the Somerset
coast, in normal times Weston-SuperMare boasts a vibrant Night Time Economy
(NTE) with two theatres, restaurants, pubs,
nightclubs and a number of takeaway fast food
establishments. In order to effectively monitor
and police the NTE, Avon and Somerset mount
Operation Adjudicate each Friday and Saturday
night, resourced by the Weston Town Centre
and North Somerset Response Teams with the
regular inclusion of police and North Somerset
Council Licensing Officers.
Working from my local police station my role as
the Operation Adjudicate Volunteer has been
to analyse information from various intelligence
sources to prepare a debrief of the weekend’s
NTE activities. This is distributed to police and
council personnel on a Monday morning and is
used to identify premises which raise concerns
around licensing and assists in identifying
premises suitable for checks in the following
week.

Speaking personally, as a pensioner I believe
that an important element in life is to continue to
have purpose and structure as you grow older
and my role as a police volunteer has enabled
me to do so. Thankfully the timely provision of
technology has enabled me to maintain this at a
time when Covid-19 placed it in jeopardy. Being
able to continue to make a positive contribution
to police colleagues and my local community
while continuing to social distance had proved
an invaluable asset in my ability to cope with
lockdown.
David May’s line manager, Liquor Licensing
Officer Andy Manhire, commented: “David’s
contributions saves us many hours of work and
he provides us with a comprehensive weekly
summary of night time economy related calls,
arrests and Section 35 notices usually early
on Monday mornings. This provides us with
a quick and easy reference document which
not only mean that we can take quick and
decisive action to address issues identified
with Licensed Premises but also assists in
identifying premises to be visited the following
weekend.”

With the initial lockdown closing licensed
Issue 32 VOLUNTEERING MATTERS 13

POLICE SUPPORT
VOLUNTEERS
SUPPORT THE
COMMUNITY IN
OTHER WAYS
As well as volunteering for Greater Manchester
Police at the
Police Museum,
Tim Barnes and
Alan Wilde also
volunteer for The
Bury Lions Club
too. Tim says:
“We have both
been members
of the Lions Club
for over 20 years
now; the Club is
an International
organisation,
Tim Barnes
raising monies to
help local causes
plus International Disasters i.e. the explosion in
Beirut.”

Alan Wilde
Both volunteers have held numerous posts
within the organisation including club president;
Alan currently produces the District Newsletter
and Tim has been the Club Treasurer, Secretary
and Disclosing and Barring Officer.
14
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The Bury Lions Club
was formed in 1967 by
local businessmen and
friends, to serve a need
that was felt by
many in the Bury area. They now
serve Bury, Radcliffe, Tottington and
Ramsbottom.
The Clubs’ aim is to create and foster
a spirit of understanding among
all people for humanitarian needs,
by providing voluntary services
through community involvement and
international cooperation.
For further information on The Lions Club
Bury please go to www.facebook.com/
BuryLionsServe/
Supporting social media for Trafford South
and a fantastic
Quizmaster, Kevin
supports a number
of charities. Kevin
is a counsellor
for the NSPCC
ChildLine service
and works the
Saturday night
shift taking online
chats and phone
calls. Kevin said:
“It is a privilege to
be able to listen
and support young
people who want
someone to talk
too. Every call/online chat is unique and can
vary from bullying, school/exam worries, selfharm, mental health issues, suicidal thoughts,
abuse and much more”. Kevin has supported
over 465 young people to date, who have had
suicidal thoughts or a specific plan to end their
life.
Kevin also volunteers with Macmillan Cancer
Support, North West Air Ambulance and

the Royal British Legion (Poppy Appeal).
Unfortunately due to Covid-19 all bucket
collections on the high street and within food
supermarkets remain on hold. Kevin added: “I
am hoping we can restart the bucket collections
for donations as soon as possible. The charities
offer a real lifeline and are totally reliant on
public donations.”
Kevin also volunteers for a local environmental
group “Our Altrincham”, who hold regular litterpicks around his home town of Altrincham. To
date, the group has collected over 3,000 bags
of litter and rubbish. Yuck!

GMFRS at the Manchester Day Parade, being
invited to the local Mosque to celebrate EID
and to receiving recognition from the Mayor for
assisting the Emergency Services.”

Since Covid-19 Kevin has led on the design
and content for the Citizens in Policing (CiP)
monthly newsletter as well as becoming a
wonderful Quizmaster for the CiP evening quiz
nights.			
Alongside
being a
Community
Support
Volunteer
for GMP
at Eccles
Road
Policing
team, Paula
Mazzucco
is also a
Volunteer
for Greater
Manchester
Fire &
Resuce
Service
(GMFRS).
As a Volunteer, she has set up stalls in
libraries and community centres to engage with
communities and advise them on fire safety at
home. Paula has been involved in a lot of multiagency work, where she has been asked to role
play casualties and other emergency services
in high scale exercises, and has also been
involved in the Wildfire and Safety side of the
role too. Paula says: “Volunteering with GMFRS
has brought me many exciting opportunities,
some of which being asked to represent

Joanne Hall
currently volunteers
as a Scambuster
with GMP but also
volunteers as an
art facilitator for a
group called Ebony
and Ivory. The
group consists
of young people who come together
each Friday evening to create art.
The group are working on portraits
of inspiring people to celebrate Black
History Month in October.
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YORKSHIRE COAST
POLICE VOLUNTEERS
WORKING
ALONGSIDE
SCARBOROUGH
FIRE AND RESCUE
LAUNCH ONLINE
INITIATIVE TO HELP
YOUNG PEOPLE
EXPERIENCING
DOMESTIC ABUSE
Victims of domestic abuse are to receive help
following the launch of a virtual campaign by
Police Officers, Police Volunteers and Fire and
Rescue Service in Filey and Eastfield.
The initiative, which is part of
Operation Cracker, is scheduled to
run over the next twelve months.
Whilst Covid-19 restrictions remain
in place it will be run as a series
of online Q&A sessions but once
these are lifted a programme of
community based events will be
introduced.
Organised by Police Support
Volunteers, the programme
is hosted on Fire and Rescue
Services virtual conference
facilities where specialist Domestic
Abuse Officers from the North
Yorkshire Police’s Safeguarding
Team and Fire and Rescue
Service Community Safety Officers
offers advice alongside specialists
from IDAS – Independent
Domestic Abuse Services. The
first session, planned in conjunction with
George Pindar School, will be on the topic of
safeguarding children.
“Domestic violence has a devastating impact
on children and young people that can last
until adulthood.” said Inspector Andy Short of
16
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Filey and Eastfield Neighbourhood Policing
Team “With the ongoing Covid-19 Pandemic we
know that this is a difficult and worrying time for
everyone – but particularly so for children living
with abuse - and the professionals working hard
to support them.

Our officers can be called out to very broad spectrum
of incidents, and through volunteering to help, and
their quick thinking, Dave and Josh were able to play a
significant role in saving a life, and helping someone get
the help they needed.

THE DREAM TEAM OF VOLUNTEERS

“The effects of domestic violence on adults
are well documented. Far less is known about
the impact on children who witness a parent or
care giver being subjected to violence. These
children – the forgotten victims of violence in
the home – are the focus of this initiative.

This year, GMP flipped Black Friday on its head, and
did #GiveBackFriday; a day to highlight the kindness,
compassion and good work taking place across the force
to help spread some positivity.

“I would emphasise that the police does
prioritise helping victims of abuse and that
we are still very much here to help during the
Covid-19 Pandemic. I would urge victims to
come forward and for the public to report any
concerns they have to us by calling 101”.

Jim & Wendy’s ongoing work with the Armed Forces
community were highlighted, which brings together
employees who have, and are serving in one of the
Armed Forces, as well as supporting those in the local
communities too.

Graeme Casper, Station Manager, Scarborough
Fire and Rescue Service added ‘“North
Yorkshire Fire & Rescue Service
collaboration with North Yorkshire
Police to deliver a virtual
safeguarding awareness session
is an ideal opportunity to ensure
our community be safe and feel
safe in North Yorkshire. By working
together we can deliver the best
services possible for residents,
business owners and visitors to
the county. During these worrying
times it is important to keep in
touch with the community to offer
support and advice where it is
needed”.
Carmel Offord from IDAS said,
“Domestic abuse is everyone’s
business. We all have a role
to play in preventing violence
and abuse. Often it is friends,
neighbours, colleagues and family
members who have an insight into someone’s
life and can spot the warning signs that a
relationship isn’t healthy. We are pleased to
be working with the team of Police Volunteers
on this Live Event and hope that it encourages
people to take action and report their concerns.”

Meet our Scambusters; a team of 14 volunteers who give
up their time to offer help and support to victims of fraud

Here are a few examples of those going above and
beyond to give something back:

In addition to his policing role, Inspector Jim Jones is the
tactical lead for the Armed Forces support within GMP.
Jim goes above and beyond to support this community,
which are made up of veterans, those currently serving,
as well as spouses/partners and their children.
To support Jim, Wendy volunteers with GMP, giving
up her own time to further support the Armed Forces
Community.
Wendy’s role ensures regular contact with colleagues
across the Force of whom are part of this community,
and ensures the latest information is always available for
those who may need it. Whether this is support services,
events, information for those supporting others, or contact
details for all the other members within the Force.
One great example of this work stream, is a readily
available database of Armed Force support contacts
across the Force, who can then be made aware of
veteran related incident. This can then help vulnerable
veterans in our community receive much needed targeted
support, and could make a huge difference to their life.

SPECIALS SAVE A LIFE

Specials Sergeant Dave Rudd is the Head of Design and
Technology at a local High School, and Special Constable
Josh Edwards is a university student. They both give
up their own time to volunteer as officers on the Wigan
District to give back to their local communities, and are
another great example for our #GiveBackFriday.

(photo taken Pre-Covid-19)
All of the work the Scambusters do is to support the
public. From speaking with victims of fraud, to offering
protection and prevention advice, supporting Age UK with
online events due to Covid, and everything in between,
their work really is invaluable. They also go above and
beyond when speaking with vulnerable victims, often
providing a wellbeing service too, and will signpost any
additional help they may need.
The team have helped over 2,700 victims this year alone,
and have collectively given up over 1,100 hours - a
significant help to GMP, and great work to highlight as
part of our #GiveBackFriday.
Emma Potts, the Scambusters Volunteer Manager says:
“I would like to say a massive thank you to my amazing
team of Scambutsters! Without their constant support to
me, Economic Crime and GMP, we would not be able to
contact all the victims we are currently able to.
“The team are a great example of how people can give
back, and their help, support, advice, commitment and
positivity are one of a kind!”

Recently, they attended a concern for welfare in which
they had to force entry to a property. At the scene, they
found a lady who was sadly trying to take her own life.
Their quick thinking and fast response on scene meant
they were able to save a life, and on arrival, paramedics
told them if they had been two minutes late it would have
been a different outcome.
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO SOUTH WALES
POLICE SUPPORT
VOLUNTEER
HANNAH
Hannah Mary Young joined South Wales Police
as a Community Volunteer in 2011 and is one
of the longest serving volunteers having worked
her way through to a volunteer leadership role.
Hannah started her life in the Police Service as
a Volunteer, experiencing an array of duties.
Initially deployed in the Community Safety
Department at Merthyr, Hannah commenced
a number of administrative roles before her
strengths in communicating with the public
led her to conducting victim contact calls. This
led to an immediate improvement in victim
satisfaction feedback.
Looking to achieve more from her experiences,
Hannah signed up to work alongside the local
Neighbourhood Policing Team and enjoyed the
opportunity to patrol with local PCSOs in the
community she lived, which encouraged her to
go on to play a large part in arranging the open
day events in Merthyr.
Hannah is no stranger to volunteering and in
2011 she also signed up as Reservist for the
Royal Air Force, she continues to volunteer her
18
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services today and only recently volunteered
eight weeks of her time assisting at a local
Covid-19 Testing Centre, which she says was a
scary yet rewarding experience to help her local
community when they need it most.
During her time with the Force, she says “I
have had a wonderful mix of experiences, and
felt privileged to work with PCSOs and police
officers including those on response, giving me
the best insight into the job. I might do some
admin such as taking minutes and updating
spreadsheets, or help plan an open day. I
was even tasked with victim contact in order to
improve victim satisfaction, this was definitely
one of my favourite tasks as it was such an
amazing opportunity to engage positively with
people.”
Not one to give up easily, Hannah determinedly
applied to join the Force as a police officer four
times and her fourth time was lucky, or rather
well deserved, as SWP6872 Hannah starts her
training on 4th January 2021.
Police Support Volunteer manager PC Mike
Perry said: “Hannah is an extremely hard
working, motivated and supportive individual
who will be a huge loss as a leader to our
volunteers but who I am confident will be a
great asset to South Wales Police.”

THAMES VALLEY
POLICE RURAL
SPOTTERS
Helen Evans is a Volunteer with Thames
Valley Police (TVP), and deals with all things
equine. She tells us about the Rural Spotters
Team: “Last year we launched our Rural
Spotters Scheme, where we recruit horse
riders, who are out on their normal hacks, to
report anything suspicious to the Police and to
engage with their local community to encourage
crime prevention. The Scheme was launched
in Chiltern and South Buckinghamshire in
November 2019, with 17 riders signed up
and kitted out with Hi-visibility tabards. There
have been many similar Schemes instigated
in other Forces, but we wanted to keep it as
simple as possible. Our riders have no police
powers, ride under their own insurance, do
not have to log on to police systems and are
supported by Neighbourhood Officers, receiving

training to enable them to interact with the rural
community.”
“Sadly, due to Covid-19, there has not been
much action for our Spotters, although they
are still riding out. We have others waiting to
join, but can’t visit to carry out assessments.
One good news story came from a Spotter who
spied a large knife in the grass by the roadside,
and reported it to Police, where it transpired
that it was the weapon used in a shop burglary.
Hopefully there are other areas in TVP where
the Scheme will be rolled out, when the time is
appropriate. The complete training package is
available as a model for future areas to set up
their own Rural Spotters group.”
Photo above is of the Spotters at their training
session. Helen is pictured the right.

Hannah is pictured in the middle at the front
of the above photo volunteering as part of the
Safer Streets Campaign.
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WHAT3WORDS
HALLOWEEN TRAIL
NORTH TYNESIDE
POLICE CADETS

able to encourage
community spirit
allowing children
fun over Halloween
without having to
knock on people
doors.
The new concept
was adapted to
place Halloween
pictures in the locations of the What3Words app
(an app which allow you to accurately share
locations).
10 Halloween pictures where collected and
placed on A4 paper and laminated. However
with this in mind it allowed the event to run the
whole of half term week rather than one day
allowing more people to take part.
Due to the change the young Cadet Leader got
to work contacting the council to get permission
to put up the posters for the event without
getting a fly postering ticket. The permission
was granted by the council and the posters
where put up at the locations lasting the whole
of the half term. The advertising for the event
went out to all local schools and via various
social media response.

The North Tyneside Police Cadets designed a
Halloween Trail for families to take part in during
the October school half term holidays. Whist
the initial plan to have the Volunteer Cadets
dressed up along the trail at the check points
giving out sweets this could not go ahead due
to current restrictions. However they were still

20
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The response form the community was brilliant.
They sent though photos of children taking part
and even requested a Christmas trail which
the Cadets are currently working on. Some
excellent volunteering for North Tyneside
Cadets in the planning of the event and running
of the event – well done North Tyneside Cadets!

community confidence surveys, bike marking
and even helping out with humanitarian
initiatives such as teaming up with Westminster
Council to provide showering facilities for the
homeless community and teaming up with
charities to provide food packages to struggling
families.

COVID-19
VOLUNTEERS
METROPOLITAN
POLICE
A new cohort of volunteers came about at the
same time as the Commissioner put out a “call
to arms” to former officers to return; either as
regular officers or as Special Constables as
the Pandemic took hold and organisations
were preparing contingencies for a depleted
workforce. The third part of this was the option
for former officers and staff
to return as volunteers, with
this request being extended to
members of the public.
A new volunteer’s portal went
live on 27th March with this
new group of volunteers being
initially used to promote crime
prevention messages around the
increase in scamming activity
and to patrol open spaces with
officers to encourage people to
comply with social distancing
guidelines. This has since
developed into a much wider
project with over 2500 people
registering their interest since
the launch. Volunteers have
now been used all across the
Metropolitan Police Service
(MPS) for a huge range of activities; including
community weapons sweeps, leaflet delivery,
role playing for recruit training, carrying out

The interesting thing about this cohort of
volunteers is that the demographic is much
more varied than we usually see in the

volunteering sector. It is easy to understand why
this is, with many people volunteering whilst
they were being furloughed
and so the range on ages and
backgrounds was very diverse.
A weapons sweep in Barking
is one of the initiatives the
Volunteers were involved with
and the photograph examples
weapons located. Another
sweep took place in Paddington
whilst volunteers conducted
some community engagement
with the local residents. When
explaining what the volunteers
were doing and why to locals,
this was extremely well received.
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE
VOLUNTEER POLICE
CADET TO POLICE
COMMUNITY
SUPPORT OFFICER
One of the Volunteer Police Cadets has recently
joined Gloucestershire Constabulary as a Police
Community Support Officer (PCSO). Prior to
becoming a Police Cadet Ellis was a member
of the Sea Cadets, as he was interested in
becoming a Naval Police Officer. After looking
deeper into the Police he decided he wanted to
join the regular police and applied for the Police
Cadets, as soon as he was able, to gain some
experience.

Ellis served two High Sherriff’s in his time as
a Cadet; he recalls his time spent as a High
Sheriff Cadet as “not only a great honour but
gave me some invaluable knowledge and
experience in dealing with dignitaries and
ceremonial duties which I enjoy a great deal.”
When Ellis turned 18 he stayed in the
programme as a Police Cadet Leader assisting
with the Treasure Seeker Cadets and other
weekday sessions. He then applied for the role
as a PCSO when he became Cadet Leader and
was successful. He started his role this summer
and is currently serving as a PCSO for the
Forest of Dean.

REMEMBRANCE DAY
IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Normally the Volunteer Police Cadets would be
taking part in Remembrance Parades across
the County. Instead this year Cadets came
together virtually by sending in pictures and/or
videos to show their respect. A video was then
released on the @GlosPolCadets twitter page
on Remembrance Day which involved pictures
of the Volunteer Police Cadet programme and
a video of a routine with the Force standard
outside the headquarters.

Ellis remembers when he first joined the
programme: “I asked the Chief Constable what
experiences would help me to become a Police
Officer, he suggested I get as much experience
of working with different types of people, this
led me to getting a job at Tesco’s. This role and
being a Police Cadet has certainly helped me
in the role of PCSO. I have gained so much
experience in how to deal with different people,
their cultures and beliefs; I have also learnt how
to deal with different types of engagement and
how to de-escalate certain situations.”
22
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CUSTODY
VOLUNTEERS
PRESENTED WITH
ROYAL AWARD FOR
OUTSTANDING
SERVICE
Dedicated volunteers who monitor standards
and welfare across Derbyshire’s
custody suites have been
presented with a top award in
honour of their service.
Members of Derbyshire’s
Independent Custody Visitor (ICV)
Scheme received The Queen’s
Award for Voluntary Service - the
highest honour for volunteering
in the UK - from the county’s
HM Lord Lieutenant Elizabeth
Fothergill CBE during an afternoon
celebration at Force Headquarters,
with full social distancing
measures in place at all times.
The ICV team, which is managed by Derbyshire
Police and Crime Commissioner Hardyal
Dhindsa, is the first of its kind in the country
to receive the accolade, which recognises
outstanding work by volunteer groups to benefit
their communities and was created in 2002 to
celebrate The Queen’s Golden Jubilee.

It comes just a year after the volunteers
scooped Platinum in the Quality Assurance
Awards.
Congratulating their success, Mr Dhindsa said:
“I’m immensely proud of the achievements of
our ICVs who have not only won two of the
most prestigious awards available but have
also been at the forefront of a national pilot to
innovate inspection procedures and safeguard
vulnerable detainees.
“Throughout the Pandemic, our
hardworking and committed
volunteers have continued to
provide oversight of the county’s
custody facilities and provide
scrutiny at a time when policing
is under additional pressure with
new hygiene regulations and
social distancing measures to
maintain. Such pressures can
impact on procedures and I’m
very grateful to our volunteers for
ensuring Derbyshire preserves
the very best care and welfare
standards of those in custody
including the vulnerable.
“So much has already been achieved but we
will not become complacent and continue to
push the boundaries of innovation to ensure
custody provision in Derbyshire, and beyond, is
managed exceptionally well and the needs of
detainees are paramount.”
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my own or some days I will be assisting management
and this is great because I get to learn from the team and
then use my newly gained knowledge and have some
responsibility. The people in the building are very caring
and I’ve never once felt like an outsider. This role, even a
year in, is still a load of fun! The best thing is the service
to our communities and the pride I feel doing what I do.”

INNOVATIVE
VOLUNTEER ROLES

MOBILE DEVICE ROLLOUT VOLUNTEERS

CRIME FILE ARCHIVIST

logging in of the devices. PSV Coordinator Mike
Stanley was vital in organising the volunteers to assist
and creating the role and received positive feedback
regarding the volunteers for the IT department: “I just
wanted to say a big thank you for getting such a great
team of helpers for our roll out project. It was greatly
appreciated and a huge help – despite some days
being really quiet it was good to have additional hands
available.”

EVIDENCE COLLECTION VOLUNTEER
ROLE

Pictured on the opposite page are Maciej (whose core
role is VPC Leader) and James (whose core role is with
the Fleetcare PSV Team) just two of the Mobile Device
Rollout Volunteers.

An Evidence Collection Volunteer role was created
last summer to assist investigating officers (usually
Detectives) with the collection of property from other
Force areas.
From time to time officers investigating Gloucestershire
crimes trace evidential property to other Force areas.

VOLUNTEER FORCE ARCHIVISTS
A number of Police Support Volunteers (PSVs) assisted
the IT Department temporarily with the roll out of new
mobile devices across the Force. These PSV’s assisted
across the summer issuing the new devices to officers
and police staff and also assisting them with the initial
Sam is a full-time university student studying Digital
Forensics & Cyber Security at Gloucestershire College
and he also volunteers in the Constabulary as a Crime
File Archivist. This role really appealed to Sam because
it took into account all of his interests and skills and he
wanted to gain some experience in the Force as he has
always wanted to be involved in policing.
His role involves booking in and out crime paperwork
for Officers and storing them within the Records
Management Store. He assists in tidying files as and
when their retention period elapses and just generally
cares for the archive. Sam says: “I enjoy my role a lot!
It gives me a lot of time to be hands on and I can really
see where I fit into the process. Some days I will be on
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Many of the Gloucestershire Constabulary Force Archive
Volunteers have been working from home since March
2020 and are continuing to do so. They are working
on various projects which include transcribing old
station diaries, investigating the history of the Special
Constabulary, Women in Policing during the Second
World War, locations of police stations and houses, along
with trying to find out about who lived there and when,
from the start of the Constabulary in 1839 and compiling
a spread sheet of officers’ movements, promotions and
commendations mainly from 1900 to 1955.

This role enables an investigating officer to continue
working on their case load rather than having to drive
to another part of the country to collect an exhibit, such
as a vehicle or anything that can’t be posted or sent
digitally. In some cases, this could take up all or most
of an officers’ shift. This would alleviate the pressure on
investigators to travel long distances to collect single
pieces or small amounts of evidence
Trips to date include collecting from Lancashire
Constabulary, collecting a mobile phone, which is subject
to a crime investigation in Gloucestershire, from Exeter
Constabulary and transporting a file to an expert witness
in London.
Pictured above is Kevin, whose core role is in the PSV
Fleetcare Team.

Sue Webb from the Force Archive Department
commented on the volunteers part in the Constabulary
“This information is incredibly useful as it adds to our
knowledge of the Constabulary and also helps answer
queries which continue to come in while people have
more time on their hands.”
Pictured above are Bill and Geoff, two of the Volunteer
Archivists.
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CELEBRATING POLICE
STAFF AND OFFICERS
WHO VOLUNTEER

Following the success of a pilot, run across
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, a survey was
set up for all staff and officers from Devon
(including Plymouth) to identify those who
volunteer in the community outside of the
Police.
We wanted to recognise this volunteering work
and celebrate it by offering staff engaged in
this activity a visible reward (a pin badge).
The badge has been designed to recognise
this unsung work, it carries the Force motto,
‘in auxilium omnium’ which translates to ‘to
the assistance of
everybody’. The
hand represents
volunteering which
you may note
is designed in
fingerprint form. The
heart in the middle of
the hand represents
the passion there is
for volunteering. The
background is police
blue and the edges represent police epaulettes.
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It is recognised that staff spend a lot of their
own time and expense volunteering in various
ways in the communities they serve. This
survey enables us to better understand how and
where we are connected to our communities.
The purpose of the survey was to recognise
those who support our communities outside of
their normal day job, and who may have skills
that we just don’t know about, that can directly
help and inform other ongoing projects that are
happening within Devon and Plymouth
The response to this survey was really
positive with 129 responses from colleagues,
demonstrating the wide variety of volunteering
work that they are doing.
They covered numerous areas of volunteering
including;
•

Sport, schools, animals, rescue services,
National Trust

•

With volunteering roles to include;

•

Sport coaches – rugby/football/netball/
cricket/basketball

•

Treasurer, director, vice chair

•

Dog walking, dog re-homing, Surf lifesaving,
blood bikes, rockpooling educator, mentor,
supporting those who are terminally ill

Some of the organisations they volunteer for:
Dartmoor Rescue Group, SW Ambulance
Service, RNLI, SSAFA, OKE Moving Pictures,
Cinnamon Trust, Devon & Local Young Farmers

Adrian meets up with Ex Wiltshire Chief Constable Martin Richards

POLICING THE
GOODWOOD
REVIVAL - WILTSHIRE
POLICE
Article by Police Support Volunteer Adrian
Cottle
Each September for three days, tens of
thousands of car lovers gather in West Sussex,
to celebrate the glory of British auto racing at
the Goodwood Revival. Many of which wear
period dress, such as military uniforms and
floral dresses, but the real stars are the daring
drivers who push mid-century cars around
the vintage racetrack. The beautiful, brightly
hued machines charm even the most reticent
onlooker. I have been very privileged to be
invited every year since 2007 to be part of
the Goodwood Cameo Police officers at the
Revival.
I arrive on a Thursday afternoon with the period
uniform and classic Police vehicle; meet up with
my fellow colleagues at the accommodation
provided for us at the Stable Block, Goodwood
House. After our briefing we settle in for the
evening before rise and shine at 5am. We then
get dressed in 1950/60s Police uniforms ready
for a cooked breakfast at 6am, we then proceed
to the racetrack ready to meet and greet the
public at 7.30am when the gates open. We also
have duties to carry out during the day including
crowd control and escorting emergency
vehicles on and off the site.

Each year, Goodwood Revival celebrates a
special anniversary. In the past we’ve had
the 1966 world cup and the 1963 Great Train
Robbery. 2020 was planned to honour VE day
and for the first time Goodwood would have
been centre stage in a major VE celebration.
On the 8th of May 1945 at 3pm, the war in
Europe came to an end and Goodwood will
be recreating the famous scene of The Mall
at the end of the war in Europe. Unfortunately
the postponement of the 2020 Goodwood
Revival to 2021 due to the Pandemic means
we won’t be policing this momentous day
until 2021, when people crowded into (and
sometimes onto!) whatever vehicles they could
find – delivery vans, milk floats, flat-bed lorries,
military vehicles, bicycles as well as more
conventional cars and buses.
We finish each day at 7pm then back to the
accommodation for our evening meal, a drink
in the bar and then off to bed ready for the next
day. I love being part of the Goodwood Cameo
Policing unit just as much as the public enjoy
the 1960’s coppers. If I had a penny for every
photo taken by and with the public, I’d be worth
quite a few bob!! I would thoroughly recommend
the Revival if, like me, you enjoy the 1950’s
and 60’s when you enter the site you will be
transported back in time with the people, the
vehicles and the atmosphere.
The 2020 Goodwood Revival will be held on 17
- 19 September 2021.
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